CASE STUDY

Unroll.Me Identity
CHALLENGE
Unroll.Me, an email organization web app which allows users to manage email
subscriptions, saw huge success in its first years and was quickly ready for an identity
upgrade. The timing worked well with the release of Unroll.Me’s first mobile app. To
celebrate its increasing popularity and its expansion to mobile, the company wanted a
brand that felt modern, smart, and simple.
PROJECT

Develop a brand for email
organization service Unroll.
Me which feels modern,
smart, and simple.

unroll.me

TECHNOLOGY

ADOBE INDESIGN
AND ILLUSTRATOR

SHARE THE GOOD NEWS
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PRIMARY COLOR PALETTE
TURQUOISE

CERULEAN

RAE

BACKGROUND COLOR APPLICATIONS

R65
C65
G193 M0
B200 Y24
K0

#41c1c8

R1
G88
B128

C96
M64
Y30
K11

#00587f

R247
G148
B30

C0
M50
Y100
K0

LINEAR GRAD

#f7931d

R255
G255
B255

unroll.me

SECONDARY COLOR PALETTE
SUNSET

RGB 221/81/44
CMYK 8/83/95/1
WEB #dc512b

AMBER

RGB 251/176/64
CMYK 0/35/85/0
WEB #fbaf3f

CORNFLOWER

RGB 27/117/188
CMYK 85/50/0/0
WEB #1b75bb

R47
G58
B91

C89
M79
Y39
K30

R47
G29
B91

C96
M100
Y31
K26

WHITE
C0
M0
Y0
K0

#ffffff

BACKGROUND COLORS
GRAPHITE

RGB 35/31/32
CMYK 0/0/0/70
WEB #231f20

WHITE

RGB 255/255/255
CMYK 0/0/0/0
WEB #ffffff

OCEAN BLUE

GRADIENT

RGB 47/58/91
CMYK 89/79/39/30
WEB #2f3a5b

RGB 47/58/91
CMYK 89/79/39/30
WEB #2f1d5b
RGB 47/29/91
CMYK 96/100/31/26
WEB #2f3a5b

UNROLL.ME BRAND GUIDELINES

|

CHINCHILLA

OCEAN BLUE

CHINCHILLA G

R47
C89
#2f3a5b
RGB 241/241/241
G58
CMYK M79
4/3/3/0
B91WEB #f1f1f1
Y39
K30

R241
G241
B241
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IMPROPER USAGE
Always use a linear gradient, not radial. Do not shade or darken any of the above background colors. None of the secondary
colors should be used as background colors.

UNROLL.ME BRAND GUIDELINES
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SOLUTION & EXECUTION
Rather than trying to come up with a symbol or image that tried to represent
Unroll.Me’s services, 6D Creative opted instead for a memorable mark that captured
the simplicity and “no-brainer”-ness of the company’s offerings. The team really saw
an opportunity to indulge in some popular current graphic trends that would help the
brand stand up to other trendy brands and competitors. Flat UI, bright colors, icon-like
imagery, and an element of personality and quirkiness all factored into the design comps
presented.
Not only was the brand that was delivered modern, smart, and simple like the client
requested, it also invites the user in with a quirky twist in the “U” that suggests action and
participation. The choice to make the dot in the name turquoise to match the mark not
only ties the two together but also emphasizes the fact that the name itself is the web
app’s URL.
In addition, the bold new mark would make an eye-catching icon for the new app.
6D Creative delivered a full identity system, a bright, fun color palette, suggested uses on
the existing website and app, and t-shirt/sweatshirt designs.
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UNROLL.ME

is available on the
Apple app store

C4
M3
Y3
K0

